The reproductive interests of males and females usually differ, resulting in sexual conflict. Recent studies in which experimental selection trials were carried out under conditions of either 'high' or 'low' sexual conflict show that conflict can promote speciation and reduce female reproductive success.
win more fertilizations, even if that is at the expense of reducing the female's total reproductive output. One well-studied system [6] involves the accessory gland substances inseminated by male Drosophila melanogaster. Seminal fluid products from the male's 'main' cells benefit his reproductive interests, because they induce female sexual non-receptivity, stimulate oviposition and destroy rival sperm in the female reproductive tract. But main cell products are toxic to females and induce elevated rates of female mortality which is costly for females, but benefits selfish male reproductive aims.
This sexual antagonism between the sexes within the majority of mating patterns therefore generates an evolutionary 'arms race' in which males evolve adaptations that benefit their own reproductive interests, and females then evolve counter-adaptations [7] . A good example might be selection on males to evolve genitalia that deposit spermatozoa closer and closer to the ovum, perhaps as a result of sperm competition. In contrast, females might be selected to exert some post-copulatory control over sperm management to allow discrimination.
Such an 'arms race' would involve dynamic adaptation and counteradaptation between male genitalic and female tract architecture as males evolve more efficient sperm-transferring structures and females counter-adapt with more complex reproductive tracts. Such dynamic antagonism might explain the enormous diversity we observe between species in such structures [8] , while naturally selected traits are more evolutionarily inert. A related biochemical example lies within sperm:egg recognition systems using reproductive proteins. These molecular structures are the fastest evolving proteins known, suggesting that antagonistic dynamism between sperm and egg generates such rapidly evolving traits [9] .
Sexual conflict therefore clearly exists. More recently, this phenomenon has been proposed to have much wider relevance as a key component in speciation and the evolution of biodiversity. Speciation occurs when taxa become reproductively isolated, and evolutionary theorists have proposed sexual conflict to be an inherent driver within reproductive isolation, when populations have first become separated (allopatry). Two theories [10, 11] have been posited to describe this effect, with quite different expectations. The first [10] argues that higher levels of conflict will constrain speciation, because mating patterns in which males are 'winning' reduce the potential for females to evolve mate-choice avenues of speciation. Reproductive isolation is thus prevented from evolving, because males keep re-diluting the female trait-preferences -whatever they may be -that might lead to reproductive isolation.
The Trinidadian guppy (Poecilia reticulata) provides a good example system in which such forces might be operating [12] . Guppies exist in isolated river populations showing quite different female mate-choice preferences for male coloration. Despite geographic isolation and local variance in female reproductive preference, however, there has been no reproductive isolation between populations. The guppy has an apparently high-conflict mating pattern, with males continually harassing females, including forced insemination. This overriding of female mate choice criteria could be an example in which sexual conflict prevents reproductive isolation, and hence speciation, from occurring.
The second theory [11] predicts that, when conflict levels rise, the elevated sexual antagonism enhances the probability of speciation. Different populations may therefore reach reproductive isolation more quickly under conflict, because the faster rate of adaptation and counteradapation leads to more dynamic changes in the male:female reproductive connection. As the male:female connection diverges, there is increased probability that it will change to a point at which the population becomes reproductively incompatible with its original population, and a new species is formed.
These two important theories have received some comparative attention [ Martin and Hosken [3] suggest that either the high conflict lines had evolved males that were more harmful, or in those lines females had become less resistant to male harm. It seems more likely that the former would be true, given that both sexes were selected to achieve maximal reproductive success in each generation. The specific laboratory environment may have allowed males to 'out-evolve' females under these conditions. One way to examine which sex generates the effect would be to reciprocally cross males and females from different conflict lines and examine the resulting female reproductive output and longevity. If the more negative reproductive load under conflict is male-driven, then one might predict the effect to be even greater when crossing 'high conflict' males with 'no conflict' females, that have apparently evolved relaxed resistance to male harm.
A similar reproductive load effect has been demonstrated in Drosophila melanogaster, except that in this case, the experimenters [15] relaxed conflict from the normal mating pattern by enforcing monogamy. The resultant 'monogamous' lines were able to achieve greater reproductive output than 'normal' lines with high male-male competition and conflict. Of course, individual reproductive success depends on whether your offspring are successful reproducers, and beyond. That total fitness is determined by both number of offspring and their genotypic and phenotypic quality in the face of both intra-specific and inter-specific competitive pressures. Future studies might therefore measure female reproductive output under variant levels of sexual conflict and selection in the longer-term, and under more 'natural' conditions. This approach will be a further piece in solving the puzzle of whether sexual conflict is always evolutionarily costly for females, or sometimes represents a shortterm direct cost for a long-term genetic gain.
